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Lalyta Almirón, the talented guitarist who has been
successfully concertizing in her native Argentina

submitted to us, and a composition

by

since the age of seven, and has been enthusiastically
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Rather, it is a very brief resume wherein we strive to

Terry Usher
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pages of a book, let alone one issue of a magazine.

the limitations of space forbid our publishing all of
the material which was so kindly offered us. We were
obliged, for erample, to omit the article by R. Muñoz
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Valse No. I and No. 2

prehensive survey of the guitar's glorious history in
Argentina, something which, given the scope of the
subject, could scarcely be encompassed within the

pay tribute to a land which has done so much to increase the prestige of the guitar, and we regret that

DEPARTMENTS

Who's Who Among Our Contributors

Society of Guitarists of London; and, of course, an
issue devoted to Spain, the country which more than
any other is associated with the guitar.
Our next issue will deal with a very important
phase of guitar playing, the guitar as an instrument
to be used in accompanying the voice. This issue will
include contributions by Carl Sandburg, the eminent
American novelist, poet and student of folklore who
compiled "The American Songbag" and who is himself a singer of folksongs and guitarist, Olga Coelho,
the noted Brazilian soprano-guitarist, and others.
The present issue is by no means intended as a com-

Carlos Vega

Breve Historia de la Guitarra en la República Argentina

Manual Dexterity

offer their readers a complete picture of the development of the guitar in all its aspects. As part of this
plan, we shall from time to time publish issues devoted to certain countries in which the guitar has been
an instrument in common use. Thus, the present issue
is dedicated to Argentina, one of the lands in which
the guitar has found greatest appreciation. We have

issue which will include an autobiographical sketch
by Dr. Boris Perrot, President of the Philharmonic

subscription (6 issues): $4.50. Single issues: $1.00
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Cover

gradually to

acclaimed on her appearances in other Latin American countries and in Europe.
We consider ourselves fortunate indeed to have in
this issue the collaboration of such eminent artists as
María Luisa Anido and Carlos Vega, Argentina's

leading guitarist and musicologist respectively, about
whom further notes will be found in the Who's Who
column in this issue. The composition by Miss Anido
which is published here was written especially forTHE
GUITAR REVIEW.
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